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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Please note that vehicles labeled as
"Just In or Pre-Inspection Photo" are vehicles that are waiting for our service department to
certify them. You can come still visit and purchase the vehicle but we may need a couple days
to expedite the safety inspection of the vehicle. The pricing is guaranteed to be extremely
aggressive and allows us to provide a stress free purchase environment. Welcome to Prestige
Autos. Doesn't matter if you're looking for a price quote on a one of our "No-Haggle" vehicles,
researching for an used car, or researching our interest rates as low as 3. Rest assured we take
pride in the vehicles we sell and all our vehicles go through a point inspection. If you have any
questions or just want a direct line to someone who can make decision, please email your
comments or requests to Wecare prestigeautonet. Odometer is miles below market average!
Porsche 3. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Description: Used Porsche
Take advantage of this rare opportunity to own a truly exclusive car! Less than 3. Recent
Arrival! Description: Used Porsche Carrera Turbo. SV Motorsport is offering this extremely low
mileage Porsche Cabriolet for sale. The last generation of air cooled models, this Midnite Blue
Metallic over Cashmere Beige example has been babied and maintained as scheduled. We have
the original window sticker, owners manuals, keys etc. A wonderful example of the last of
Porsche's air cooled model with confirmed 1-Owner on Carfax Report. This is offered in a
beautiful red coat that shines like it did 35 years ago. This car has been well cared and kept for
and has had limited owners and use during this time period. For a great price you can enjoy a
classic Porsche driving experience! This Porsche 2dr Porsche Cpe features a 3. It is equipped
with a Tiptronic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Description:
Used Porsche Carrera. A Limited Warranty is included with this vehicle. Contact us today for
more information. Indigo Auto Group was founded by Todd Blue to celebrate automobile
passion by creating and experience for clients which activates a new way to own and enjoy the
best brands in the world with a white glove standard. In The Vehicle was Purchase by Marshall
Goldman for part of his private collection which was then driven a total of miles in On Porsche
North Houston Procured the vehicle for Retail and has Serviced the vehicle to the Standards to
make it the perfect addition to any collection. Description: Used Porsche America Roadster.
Very well maintained , all service records available. If youre looking for power, this Porsche
Turbo has it. You can find a 3. Driver seat power adjustments, Passenger seat power
adjustments, Front seat type bucket. Vehicle information is based off standard equipment and
may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. All
prices are plus Tax, Tag, and Dealer documentation fees. Only 46, Miles! This Porsche Carrera
boasts a sturdy engine powering this Manual transmission. Just minutes away! Finished in
Black over Black leather, the Turbo has been carefully driven throughout its life. It has been
expertly maintained and well-respected by its previous owners. Priory to delivery to our
dealership, this Turbo was fully serviced with the engine and transmission out. It is equipped
with a 6 Speed Manual transmission. The vehicle is Blue with a Grey Leather interior. Please feel
free to contact us with any question you may have. The vehicle is Guards Red with a Black
Leather interior. It has been expertly maintained by Authorized Porsche Dealers and
well-respected throughout its life. Do not miss the rare opportunity to own a part of Porsche
history as very few of these units were ever produced, and certainly none finer than this
example remain. Finished in Black over Black Leather, the Turbo S has been driven very few
easy miles by its previous owners. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Coupe Convertible Engine Type
Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Home
Porsche Porsche Used Porsche Overall Consumer Rating. The Car is very nice Fun to drive but
something to look for when buying one. They are well built cars have fun!!!! Sign Up. The
Porsche is the internal designation for the Porsche model manufactured and sold between
January and early model years â€” in the United States , replacing the Its discontinuation
marked the end of air-cooled models. The was much improved over, and quite different from its
predecessor. The had several variants, as its predecessors, varying in body style, engines,
drivetrains and included equipment. The external design of the Porsche , penned by English
designer Tony Hatter , retained the basic body shell architecture of the and other earlier models,
but with revised exterior panels, with much more flared wheel arches, a smoother front and rear
bumper design, an enlarged retractable rear wing and teardrop mirrors. A GT2 was used as the
safety car during the Formula One season. A major change was the implementation of all alloy
multi-link rear suspension attached to an alloy sub frame, a completely new design derived from
the , a four-door sedan which never went into production. The system later continued in the 's
successor, the , and required the widening of the rear wheel arches, which gave better stability.

The new suspension improved handling, making it more direct, more stable, and helping to
reduce the tendency to oversteer if the throttle was lifted during hard cornering, a trait of earlier
s. It also reduced interior noise and improved ride quality. The was the first generation of the to
have a 6-speed manual transmission included as standard; its predecessors had 4 or 5-speed
transmissions. In virtually every situation, it was possible to keep the engine at its best torque
range above 4, rpm. The Carrera, Carrera S, Cabriolet and Targa models rear wheel drive were
available with a " Tiptronic " 4-speed automatic transmission , first introduced in the From the
model year, Porsche offered the Tiptronic S with additional steering wheel mounted controls
and refined software for smoother, quicker shifts. Since the 's introduction, the Tiptronic is
capable of recognising climbs and descents. The Tiptronic equipped cars suffer as compared to
the manual transmission equipped cars in both acceleration and also top speed, but the
differences are not much notable. The 's optional all wheel drive system was refined over that of
the Porsche departed from the 's setup consisting of three differentials and revised the system
based on the layout from its flagship, replacing the centre differential with a viscous coupling
unit. In conjunction with the 's redesigned suspension, this system improved handling
characteristics in inclement weather and still retained the stability offered by all wheel drive
without having to suffer as many compromises as the previous all-wheel-drive system. Other
improvements over the include a new dual-flow exhaust system , larger brakes with drilled
discs, and a revised power steering. The Carrera was available in rear and all-wheel drive
versions. It was equipped with the naturally aspirated 3. The Carrera originally was equipped
with orange turn indicators on the front, side and rear, black brake calipers, black Carrera logo
on the rear and inch alloy wheels with black Porsche logos on the center wheelcaps. On the rear
of the Cabriolet a small spoiler was mounted with the third braking light. On average, a high
percentage of the total Cabriolets produced ended up in the US. Porsche also offered the
Carrera as an all-wheel drive version called the Carrera 4. In contrast with the , Porsche deleted
the "2" from the rear-wheel drive "Carrera" name tag. However among enthusiasts, to
differentiate between the rear-wheel and all-wheel drive variants of the Type Carrera they were
and still are commonly referred to as "C2" and "C4". On the exterior, the Carrera 4 is visually
distinguishable by clear front and side turn indicators and rear red turn indicators. The brake
calipers are painted silver as is the 'Carrera 4' badge on the engine cover. The center
wheel-caps carry the Carrera 4 logo instead of the Porsche crest. The Carrera 4 all-wheel drive
is suited to cope with bad weather conditions, which provides extra security in rain or snow,
though on a dry circuit the C2 is the faster car, and the C4 is of course heavier than the C2. The
options list for the Carrera and most other variants offered many choices, including up to five
different styles of wheels, various suspension set-ups, and three different seat styles comfort,
sport, racing. In addition, many upholstery options were offered and various sound systems
including digital sound processing. Further, customers had the option of any colour other than
standard shades. Even more, the Tequipment and Exclusive-Programs added further options
and built to order almost any specific wishes of customers such as special consoles,
fax-machines or even brightly coloured interior upholstery. The Targa version of the was
introduced in the model year and saw the debut of the so-called "greenhouse" system: a
retractable glass roof , a design continued on the and Targa. The glass roof would retract
underneath the rear window revealing a large opening. The new glass roof design allowed the
Targa to retain the same side-on profile as the other Carrera variants and finish without the
inconvenience of storing the removed top of the old system. The Targa is based on the Carrera
cabriolet with the Targa glass roof replacing the fabric roof. Common problems with the Targa
include excessive heat in the cabin, creaking noises on rough roads and a very complicated and
unreliable roof mechanism. Targa Production Numbers: [ citation needed ]. It featured a new
twin-turbocharged engine displacing 3. The Turbo was the first Turbo with all wheel drive ,
taken from the flagship model. The Turbo was one of the first production cars in the world to
have OBDII diagnostics system [ citation needed ] the 3. The successors of the Turbo since
have had water-cooled heads. The car also had brakes that were larger than those on the base
Carrera model. Throughout the production run of the Turbo, there were two distinct differences:
the and the later model year cars. The and cars had the following differences from the cars: [
citation needed ]. During the second to the last year of production of the , Porsche offered the
Turbo S which was manufactured by Porsche Exclusiv department. The inclusion of extras
including carbon fibre decoration in the interior makes it different from the earlier lightweight,
spartan Turbo S. The Turbo S is recognized by yellow brake calipers, a slightly larger rear wing,
a quad-pipe exhaust system, a front spoiler with brake cooling ducts on European market cars ,
carbon fibre door sills with 'Turbo S' badging and air scoops behind the doors. The Carrera 4 S
and the later rear-wheel-drive Carrera S shared the Turbo model's bodyshell, but housed the
naturally aspirated engine in the rear. Both of the S models had slightly lowered suspension as

compared to standard Carrera models. The Carrera RS is a lightweight variant of the Carrera. It
features a naturally aspirated 3. The headlight washers were deleted for weight saving reasons.
A seam welded body shell with an aluminum bonnet supported with a single strut was used
along with thinner glass. On the interior, the rear seats were removed, and special racing seats
along with spartan door cards were installed. Sound proofing was also reduced to a minimum.
The suspension system used Bilstein dampers and the ride height was lowered for improved
handling. Adjustable front and rear anti-roll bars and an under-bonnet strut-brace further
increased handling. The Clubsport came equipped with a welded roll cage. Certain comfort
features such as carpets, power windows , air conditioning and radio were deleted. Exterior
wise, it sports a larger rear wing and a deeper chin spoiler than the standard RS. The Carrera RS
was produced in model years and It was street legal in European and many other countries
around the world, but was not approved for export to the United States. Production amounted to
1, cars including Clubsport variants. By the mid s, most of the sanctioning bodies of road racing
had placed severe limitations, if not outright bans on the use all-wheel-drive systems, due in
part to Audi's earlier success in campaigning their various Quattro cars in touring car races
around the globe, to Porsche's and its racing version the , and in part to the Nissan Skyline. It
was in this atmosphere that in order to take their turbo-engined racing, Porsche developed the
rear drive GT. The deletion of the all-wheel-drive drivetrain also brought with it the benefit of
significant weight savings to the competition car. To qualify the car for racing, a limited number
of street legal variants were created for homologation purposes, which are now highly prized
and valued by collectors. Exterior wise, the fenders of the Turbo have been cut back and
replaced with bolt-on plastic pieces in order to accommodate large racing tyres and to help
ease the repairs of damage to the fenders that are an often reoccurring event in auto racing.
Only 57 road legal variants were built. The racing variants have different engine set-ups
depending on the applicable racing series. In contrast to the G-model and the , Porsche never
officially offered the in a Speedster body style. The Seinfeld speedster was originally delivered
as a cabriolet model and later sent back to the factory "Exclusive" department to be "rebuilt" as
a speedster. Additionally, a few convertibles were converted to the Speedster body style by
aftermarket coach builders. After the 3. The generation of the is often referred to as the best and
most desirable of the series, not only because of its beauty, but also because of its great
performance, even by modern standards. The is quoted as "the last complete 'modern classic'";
"the was and forever will be that last fresh breath of air that Porsche gave the world; elegance
and muscle all in one package. The was replaced by the This represented a dramatic change for
the As many enthusiasts agree, "the is one of the sweetest spots in the 's half-century of
existence," and while "more modern versions might be more dynamically capable, they're
bloated behemoths in comparison to the lean From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Fourth
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Commons has media related to Porsche Boxster Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Great experience, Albert was professional, knowledgeable and able to
answer all my questions. I applied online and got a call from Dion the finance manager stating
he was able to get me approved through one of his lenders. I was interested in the Nissan
Altima but the information I read on line was not what I see in the car like back ip camera and
then there was a sticker on instead of a the sales person ack as if nothing is wrong with that
and when we talk he gave me attitude that was car I wanted my favorite car. Very pleasant
experience! John Townsend and Shelby in finance worked very hard to get me the best deal!
They were awesome! I wood recommend Dean Team! They work hard for you! My first phone
call from him was great after that I never heard back from him after he told me he would see
what he can do for me bad service. Every time I would call the dealer to see the vehicle I was

told it was out for service and they had no idea when it wold be back. Polite and helpful rep
called at appropriate times and frequency until I decided not to buy. Alex was a pleasure to work
with. Punctual, courteous and very knowledgeable. The automobile i had inquired about was
under agreement, but kept in touch and offered alternatives. Hope to deal with another time. I
was able to transact the deal online. It has been a seemless experience so far. They did a great
job getting back to me and answering my questions. Made it an easy process. I ask them to hold
the car for me and they said that they would and sold it to someone else. Chequered Flag
responded quickly yes. Very nice indeed and very professional. Highly recommend. Thank you,
Michael. First time experience with online auto buying. The dealership was quick to call and
answers that I had. The price was good as compared with similar models. The auto sold for the
price that was listed. Salesman Eric was extremely helpful to the point of adjusting his schedule
to meet with me to get the car picked up. I would recommend this dealership to anyone. Well the
usual curious hospitable heir of the southern man accent aroused with a well reciprocated
return posing automotive orientaed questions about the "Ultimate Driving Machine" in
conclusion told him that the dealership is considerable purchasing candidate with a "A" rating
recommerable. The experience with Persichetti Motorsports was excellent. They were very
courteous, patient and helpful. They responded to my inquiry promptly. They offered me a
flashlight, to inspect all of the underside, fender wells and harder to see area on the Porsche
They offered me a magnet to check the depth of the paint. We went on a test drive and he
pointed out areas of interest. I looked at all areas of the car and he was patient with me for the
more than an hour I looked at it. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Porsche listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Private Seller: Teambiglen. Miami, FL Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. That
glorious flat-6 naturally aspirated exudes something of a symphony from the sport exhaust. The
perfect driving position with its improbable rear engine design keeps you planted through any
chicanes and back roads. The gives drivers confidence on the track or local roads with its
precise design and electronic steering. The The motor was bumped up to a 3. Again, a
marvelous car for the money. I think the features are great. It is missing me : This will be my 4th
Porsche and I dont believe there is anything else to compare it to. They are just a bunch of fun
to drive!!!! The summer is fun, the launch keeps bringing a smile to my face but driving the car
in a foot of snow with winter tires the wipers going fast and snow flying over the Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able to find any
results within the criteria you specified, but we did find similar listings for you:. Find used car
trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition,
mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars
for Sale Porsche Porsche Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of
your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From
Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission
Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done.
Drag map to chose location. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered
by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision
time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page
1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Contact Seller. Refine Search? Also be
sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and
independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced

in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is
finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac
Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from
new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system.
The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally
sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. In Porsche came out with the Carrera 4 The new was a contemporary
take on the classic two-door sports car and came at a time when many were predicting the end
of the the company was producing the and working on the upcoming The interior was an almost
entirely reimagined Porsche with more modern design that was intended to blend performance
with comfort. The new featured many creature comforts that had been lacking in earlier versions
of the car including a Tiptronic automatic transmission, power steering, dual front airbags,
dual-mass flywheel, ABS, retractable rear spoiler and twin-spark ignition. It featured a naturally
aspirated 3. It was the introduction of an all-wheel drive Carrera 4 model that really captured the
attention of the automotive community as a whole. The fully mechanical all-wheel drive system
was revolutionary for its time, sensing wheels slippage and automatically transferring power
elsewhere, ensuring that the driver could maintain a greater degree of control whenever the
driving environment became less manageable. After the Carrera 4 was introduced, effectively
solving many of the oversteer tendencies of the previous generation, a rear-wheel drive Carrera
2 was added 6 months later. The Carrera 2 was actually the rear-wheel drive version of the car
which packed almost the same technical specifications as the base model. The engine was the
same 3. In addition to the base model Carrera Coupe, Cabriolet and Targa versions, the Porsche
offerings also included a Type Turbo option. When first introduced in March, , the Turbo initially
featured a turbocharged 3. In , the Porsche Turbo was upgraded to a more powerful 3. At the
end of production in , the Porsche factory had some 90 Turbo chassis left and gave them the
Porsche Exclusive treatment to create a very special Turbo 3. Several other special edition s
were made and they are some of the most sought after cars in the classic car market today. In
there was the America Roadster which was essentially a turbo-bodied cabriolet. Only of this
variant were produced. There was also the Porsche Speedster which came in two distinct
incarnations. The first was the model year Speedster which was basically a turbo under the
covers. Porsche planned to build examples of the Speedsters in , but only examples were built
and sold. It featured a revised version of the standard engine with bhp and lightweight flywheel
coupled an upgraded gearbox with closer ratios, asymmetrical Limited Slip Differential and steel
syncromesh. A revised track focused suspension, no power steering and stiffer springs, shocks
and adjustable stabilizer bars made it a real performer. It went a diet too with the interior totally
stripped out and all creature comforts removed. Lightweight wheels, body parts and thinner
windows also helped the Carrera RS weigh pounds less than a Carrera 2. A later ultra-limited
production version, the Carrera 3. The Type first launch with an all wheel drive model. It was a
serious investment by Porsche in updating the chassis and tech platform. Over 13, Carrera 4s
were sold. The Carrera 4 model also launched with a Cabriolet version in for model year. Like
the Coupe, the Cabriolet got the new all-wheel drive system. The added weight needed meant
that both the Coupe and Cab needed ABS brakes and power steering a first for a Both cars also
had the same bigger 3. Performance for the Carrera 4 Cabriolet was slightly slower than the
coupe. In addition to the Coupe and Cabriolet versions, the Carrera 4 had a Targa body style.
Power came from the same dry sumped naturally aspirated 3. Only 1, of the C4 Targas were sold
and it was the last with traditional removable Targa roof till While it was developed alongside
the Carrera 4, Porsche waited a year to release the Carrera 2 as a model year car. It launched
with Coupe, Cabriolet and Targa body styles. The rear-engined, rear wheel drive C2 was lb
lighter than its C4 sibling was more fun to drive, was sportier and was considered a true
successor to the Carrera 3. Starting in January the Carrera 2 body styles were available with a
new Tiptronic automatic gearbox with manual override. Turbo-Look Models. Several additional
model variants of the C2 came over the following years. The Speedster came along in It was
based on the Carrera 2 platform and was available as both a standard or lightweight trim known
by many as the "clubsport" version. Porsche planned to build 3, of these Speedsters however in
two years of production only ever made it out the factory doors. The Turbo was the last of the
single turbo rear-wheel drive Turbos and was the successor to the famous Turbo. Porsche
engineers had been working on a new turbo motor for the but were not fully ready in time for

launch of the Turbo. The result was that the Turbo was initially released with the proven 3.
Stylewise, the Turbo had a wider body with significantly more flared wheel housings compared
to the Carrera models. The rear wing was basically the same unit as the Turbo 3. As expected
the Turbo a torque monster and was very rapid in a straight line. It was still characterized by
lots of turbo lag common in those days with all single turbo cars. Several improvements to the
Turbo lead to the launch of the very special Turbo S. The Porsche Turbo S Leichtbau was born
for model year The Turbo also went on a serious diet and ended up almost pounds lighter than
the base Turbo model. Sound proofing was removed, power windows and power steering were
removed, air conditioning and the rear seats were also ripped out. Fiberglass-reinforced
carbon-composite panels were used for the doors, front trunk lid and the rear wing, while thin
glass, Carrera RS bucket seats and RS door panels completed the lightweight construction.
Only 86 examples were produced and it was a last hurrah for the 3. One of the rarest Porsche
models ever was the Turbo Cabriolet. Based on Carrera 2 Cabriolet Turbo-Look bodies, six
Turbo Cabriolets were produced at the end of the series after the factory holidays. The engine
and transmission of the Turbo 3. A forgotten part of the s history is the Turbo S2. It was built to
adhere to homologation rules so Porsche could participate in IMSA's sports car racing series.
IMSA's homologation rules meant that Porsche had to build at least road-going versions of the
participating car, 20 of which needed to share most of the primary components of the race car.
The Turbo S2 was built specifically for this purpose and exclusively for the United States and
Canada. The 20 homologation specials left the factory as stock Turbos, heading immediately to
California-based tuner for "S2" engine upgrades. Power ended up at horsepower via a K27
turbocharger, larger intercooler, tweaked cam profile, and ported and polished cylinder heads.
The second generation of Turbo 3. The 3. Other mechanical upgrades included better brakes,
lower suspension and 18 inch 3-piece Speedline wheels. The Turbo 3. Less than 1, examples
were produced as Porsche prepared for the launch of the Type in At the end of production in ,
the Porsche factory had 93 Turbo chassis left. These were all transferred to Porsche Exclusiv
and hand built as the very special Turbo 3. In all, 76 Flatnose cars were made while 17
non-Flatnose known as Package option cars were made. These cars were also fitted with the
X88 option, which increased power to horsepower as well as added an auxiliary oil cooler. In
hommage to the Carrera RS, Porsche used the same formula to produce a lightweight version of
the Carrera 2 from the race-ready Cup car known simply as the Carrera RS. A primary objective
for Porsche engineers was making the RS as light as possible and in the end they were able to
take out almost pounds of weight. The bonnet was made out of aluminium, the side and rear
windows were made from a lighter, thinner-gauge glass. Sound-insulating interior mats were
removed, the front fog lamps were replaced with transparent covers and even the rust
preventative undercoat was omitted. Porsche also removed the power steering, power windows,
rear seats, electronically adjustable front seats and front armrests. The RS was also fitted with
lightweight magnesium Cup wheels. At pounds the RS was pounds lighter than the standard
model. Power was boosted by 10 horsepower from the new 3. The pistons and cylinders were
carefully selected and matched and the engine used rubber mounts in place of hydraulic
mounts. It also had a lightweight single-mass flywheel that weighed 12 pounds. A lighter and
simpler wiring harness was fitted and the ECU was reconfigured for higher octane fuel. The
chassis was stiffened thanks to additional bracing and welding in key areas. The suspension on
the Porsche Carrera RS was lowered by 40mm and made considerably stiffer with race-tuned
shock absorbers. The front brakes comprised cross-drilled discs with four-piston fixed callipers
as used on the Turbo. The rear brakes were taken from the Carrera Cup race car. Performance
wise, the RS had the same power and top speed as the coupe on which it was based. It
out-accelerated its donor car by a lot thanks to its lighter weight. On the track it was awesome
and easily bested the C2. If you want to understand cars like the recent R, a car like the RS is a
good place to start. The Carrera RS was offered in three road legal versions. The first was a
base option that offered no luxury at all, the second, a touring model, came with limited extras
and the third was the N-GT near-production GT. Porsche decided to build the Carrera RS both to
European spec and a limited number in compliance with US regulations. The intent was to
create a basic lightweight, no frills with minimal luxury options. The standard US Carrera 2
brakes, engine and gearbox were used. The RS weighed 2, pounds so it was almost 80 pounds
lighter than a standard Carrera 2. Fitting the RS America with the M sport suspension package,
which included the use of much of the running gear from the C2 Turbo, led to higher
performance limits. It also got a very cool "whale tail" spoiler. In all, cars were built as model
year - The RS 3. Many of its features were borrowed from the Carrera Cup cars. There were two
versions; the Sport or Lightweight weighed about 10 percent less than the Touring version.
Only 55 cars were ever made and they were all special ordered from the factory. It also got
stronger chassis thanks to additional welding and strengthening throughout the shell. Power

for the RS 3. The engine was bored out by 2 mm for a total of 3, cc and had a raft of other
upgrades. The compression ratio was upped, it had a new intake system with individual throttle
butterflies, bigger inlet and exhaust valves and even had its engine-management system
software revised. An absolute legend. The rarest RS variant was the awesome C4 Lightweight.
Known as the Leichtbau it made use of surplus parts from Paris-Dakar project and only 22 were
ever made. The idea was to combine the RS body with the more sophisticated all-wheel-drive
system from the while lowering weight. The C4 Lightweight was powered by the same 3.
Porsche engineers freed the extra horsepower by removing the catalytic converters and
mufflers. The coolest feature of the powertrain was the use of a Rally-style gearbox thanks
Paris-Dakar project that allowed the driver to adjust the torque split of the centre and rear
differentials via two rotary controls on the centre console. The RS Lightweight earned its name
thanks it's scant kg weight. The car was based on the Moptioned RS shell albeit now with
four-wheel drive. The combined use of an aluminum front lid, aluminum doors, Plexiglas side
windows and a fiberglass rear engine lid as well as the removal of many niceties definitely
contributed. Porsche did more than simply replace body panels with aluminum and fiberglass
and delete sound insulation and carpeting however. The car was race-ready with a seam-welded
tub and fixed windows with sliding panels. One visual clue to the identity was in the re-adoption
of the external oil filler, just in front of the right rear wing. From a performance perspective the
C4 Lightweight was unique. Thanks to its 2, pound weight and very short gearing it was only
able to hit a mph top speed, but acceleration was absurdly fast. Official Porsche numbers quite
0 - 60 mph in 4. Power was boosted by 10 hp. Suspension lowered by 40mm and uprated, as
were brakes. Lightweight Turbo body, large rear wing and inch Speedline wheels. Power came
from a new 3. A legend. Used parts from Paris-Dakar project. Lightened, limited edition,
performance version for the U. S market. No frills options list 4 vs normal 48 for regular C2 or
C4. The America GS 3. Not technical an RS, but belongs here. Only lbs. In Porsche devised a
racing series for the Carrera 2 known as the Pirelli Carrera Cup Competition and later series
such as the Trophie Series and the Supercup. These cars were completely stripped out for
series racing by fitted with aluminum shut panels and a roll-bar system. Many of these
developments were pushed onto the limited Carrera RS in In and Porsche made a total of
Carrera Cup cars. These were updated to M specification in with a two-year production of cars
bringing the four year total to Carrera Cup cars. The Carrera RSR 3. The engine of this car was
further tweaked and fitted with racing cams, the output varying from bhp to bhp, depending on
track requirements. Based on the only slightly less-potent RS 3. Power was fed through a racing
clutch to an uprated five-speed manual transaxle with 40 percent limited-slip. Officially called
the Competition model, these custom-ordered cars were an intermediary step between the
Carrera Cup option M and the standard tourer M This M option was available directly from
Porsche as a road-going model. These cars had almost all the Carrera Cup modifications
including the new suspension. This lowered the car by 40mm in the rear and 50mm in the front.
It also included fitting of the larger Turbo disc brakes and adjustable anti-roll bars. The same
weight reducing measures included thinner windows, stripped interior, aluminum panels and
Recaro racing seats which helped lower the bulk by kg. Mechanical preparation included a
specially-built engine with a new intake manifold, lighter fly-wheel and larger air filter. In the
suspension all the rubber elements were replaced with rigid ball-joints. Similarly, uprated
Bilstein shock-absorbers were fitted. The RSR 3. For race teams and track day customers
Porsche prepared a small number of the Cup cars according to the FIA regulations. The engines
were the first produced by Porsche which were the same for all markets, worldwide. All three
engines were naturally aspirated, air-cooled or oil-cooled, horizontally opposed flat , dry-sump
lubrication and obviously rear-mounted and all three had a displacement of cc. The M64 engine
is oil and air cooled and, as a consequence, has a lot of oil Air is blown over the engine from the
main crankshaft driven fan and is also drawn over the engine as the vehicle moves forward. Oil
is routed throughpipes along the right hand sill to the front mounted oil cooler which is called
into play once the oil thermostat in front of the right rear wheel opens. The engine uses a dry
sump lubrication system which avoids oil starvation issues in extreme G-force conditions.
Using 2 valves per cylinder with a single chain driven overhead camshaft per cylinder bank
operating both inlet and exhaust valves via rocker arms, the engine design is heavily based on
that of the GT1 racer. It had a remapped engine program and slightly higher compression ratio
of While retaining the same It also had larger valves, individual throttles and a In the RS 3. It was
further tweaked for the RSR with racing cams and the output varied from bhp to bhp, depending
on the restrictors fitted according to the different class regulations applicable. When the Turbo
was unveiled in , Porsche reused the 3. A few revisions were made to increase power, but it was
basically the same basic engine. Displacement was 3, cc A more powerful version of the turbo
engine was used in the very limited edition Turbo S 3. The engine had a 3, cc cu in displacement

with a 7. Lots of additional research and data on the Porsche Type Over the five year production
life of the , a total of 66, units were made. Compared to the previous five year period that was
basically as slight increase in sales volumes. For sales and production details by model and by
year please check out our detailed sales and production numbers page. Videos Pictures
Wallpapers Forum. Porsche A summary of production Esprit specifications and performance
numbers. Variants Galore After the Carrera 4 was introduced, effectively solving many of the
oversteer tendencies of the previous generation, a rear-wheel drive Carrera 2 was added 6
months later. Special Edition Heaven Several other special edition s were made and they are
some of the most sought after cars in the classic car market today. Porsche Carrera 4. First
mainstream Porsche with all-wheel-drive. A major update over the previous gen. Just like the
coupe in every way but with a fabric roof and open top fun. Last generation Targa with
traditional removable Targa roof till Model year Carrera 4 Widebody for the U. Porsche Carrera
2. Looked like C4 but was lb lighter and more fun to drive. Just like the C2 coupe but with a
fabric roof and open top fun. Body, chassis and braking system and wheels from the Turbo 3.
US version of the Turbo-look C2 Cabriolet. Porsche Turbo. Porsche Turbo 3. Revised body.
Porsche Turbo S 3. Power up 61 bhp. RS-spec suspension. Built by Porsche Exclusive in Only a
handful. Custom cars. Road-legal homologation special. Rare and often forgotten. New 3. Wider
and lower. Special Turbo 3. Very rare. Porsche Carrera RS 3. America GS 3. Porsche Race Cars.
Porsche Race Cars Carrera Cup. Porsche Racing Cars. Porsche Carrera 3. Porsche Engines.
Porsche Engine Guide. See all results. Awesome Supercars The latest supercar news, rumors,
reviews and more delivered to you each week. Cool supercar stuff only. No crap, we promise. If
your life needs more air-cooled Porsche for sale, your immediate action should be to find a
Porsche for sale. The Series cars were built from to in a variety of models. The body carried on
the familiar lines we all love, but nice changes were made underneath. Torsion Bars are great in
rental cars and trailers, but sports cars need more control. So coil springs were introduced with
MacPherson struts up front and revised trailing arms outback. Most of the sports car's
improvements were proven in Group B-rallies. A new 3. It was rated at horsepower and lb-ft of
torque. It used two spark plugs on each cylinder along with a forged crank and It was the first
Porsche to have power steering and ABS brakes. Another innovation is an electric rear spoiler
that rose above 50 mph. But if you enjoy the rush of forced induction, the Porsche Turbo for
sale is the you need to buy. If you are looking for a turbo for sale, we have a few things to look
for. First, you need to schedule an inspection at a Porsche workshop. But before the inspection,
you should test the clutch. Put it in 4th gear and go wide open at a medium speed. Watch the
tach for slipping. Oil leaks and blue smoke are signs of low compression so a leak down test is
critical. They were a street-legal race car making horsepower. Every panel was seam welded
and all insulation was deleted. Thin glass and magnesium wheels helped it to be lbs less than a
US-spec Carrera 2. In 45 examples were sold to wealthy US clients in hopes of a new racing
series. In response to the demand, Porsche built the RS America in and It came with standard
Carrera engine, transmission, and brakes to comply with DOT laws. If you want a vintage look
with modern power, check out the RWB wide body. The series was built for a rough world. If you
need to relive Desert Storm and the fall of the Soviet Union, we have a nice selection to choose
from. Redesigned, re-engineered and restored, Singer Vehicle Designs and Williams F1 paired
together to reinvent the with a specific focus on dynamics and weight reduction. To achieve this
feat, the team reduced the weight of the Porsche by incorporating lightweight elements like
carbon fiber, titanium, and aluminum. At first glance, this remodeled Porsche maintains its
original design integrity, but the breathtaking absinthe green color paired with modern materials
creates a truly remarkable aesthetic. A deeper look into the vehicle reveals a 3. Take advantage
of this rare opportunity to own a truly exclusive car! Less than 1, 3. Leather Piping on seats.
Original radio with code. One of A Kind Build! Only 72, pampered miles! Tons of Documentation
including a copy of Driving Emotions Miami, FL. Canepa San Francisco, CA. One of only US
models ever made. This car has been restored and is in excellent condition. The indicated
mileage is 69,, We have just added to our extensive exotic car inventory a beautiful Porsche
Turbo 3. This Turbo 3. Currently being offered through Stratas Auctions Copy and paste this
link in your web browser for full description and photo This could be, without exaggeration, the
nicest Speedster in existence. Now, tha
96 chevrolet blazer
nissan titan fuel filter replacement
used ford focus manual
t's a huge statement, but this car looks amazing, drives like brand new and was stored
perfectly. There are Thank you for your interest in one of Manhattan Motor Cars's online
offerings. Please continue for more information regarding this Porsche Slant Nose Turbo

Cabriolet with 50, miles No listings found! Widen search by de-selecting one or more search
filter items. Register an account to save your searches for more than 30 days. Singer Porsche
Redesigned, re-engineered and restored, Singer Vehicle Designs and Williams F1 paired
together to reinvent the with a specific focus on dynamics and weight reduction. Owner One of
a Kind Build!! Driving Emotions Miami, FL Canepa San Francisco, CA X Success Your e-mail
has been sent. You will be sent a copy of this email to the email address you provided. Make
Porsche show more show less. Model show more show less. Year show more show less. All
Used Black 3. Blue 1. Grey 2. Red 2. Silver 2. White 2. Dealer 6. Private 6. Saved Searches. ZIP
Code.

